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  Identical letters dated 30 August 2021 from the Permanent 
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 On instructions from the Government of Lebanon, I transmit to you herewith a 

statistical summary of Israeli violations of Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) 

committed during the month of May 2021 (see annex).*  

 I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex issued as 

a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 37, and of the Security 

Council. 

 

 

(Signed) Amal Mudallali 

Ambassador 

Permanent Representative 
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  Annex to the identical letters dated 30 August 2021 from the 

Permanent Representative of Lebanon to the United Nations 

addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the 

Security Council 
 

 

  Land violations committed in May 2021 
 

 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   1 May 0320 An enemy foot patrol set out from the Israeli enemy’s Biyad position 

opposite the town of Blida and crossed the technical fence through a small 

gate located between points BP2(1) and BP29(2). The patrol breached the 

Blue Line at Khirbat Shu‘ayb and penetrated approximately 45 m into 

Lebanese territory on the outskirts of the town, proceeding as far as the 

edge of the olive grove opposite the aforementioned points. 

Approximately 10 minutes later, the patrol returned through the same gate 

to its position inside the occupied territory. 

 1300 As the civilian As‘ad Hamdan was tending a herd of livestock on the 

outskirts of Shab‘a town in the locality of Shahl, an Israeli enemy patrol 

violated the line of withdrawal, proceeding 20 m beyond the line, and 

unsuccessfully attempted to abduct Mr. Hamdan, who fled with his herd 

towards Shab‘a town. 

2 May 0700 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0735 hours, they 

opened a metal gate in the technical fence and six members of the patrol 

took up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, 

the other 10 members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed 

their weapons towards Lebanese territory. 

3 May 0930 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0945 hours, they 

opened a metal gate in the technical fence and six members of the patrol 

took up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, 

the other 10 members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed 

their weapons towards Lebanese territory. 

 0930 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, an Israeli enemy civilian bus approached 

from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in occupied 

Palestinian territory. Some 20 individuals in civilian clothing 

disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1010 hours. 

4 May 0845 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0945 hours, they 

opened a metal gate in the technical fence and six members of the patrol 

took up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, 

the other 10 members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed 

their weapons towards Lebanese territory. 
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   5 May 0800 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 19 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0830 hours, they 

opened a metal gate in the technical fence and nine members of the patrol 

took up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, 

the other 10 members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed 

their weapons towards Lebanese territory. 

 1010 Opposite the town of Mays al-Jabal, an Israeli enemy patrol comprising 

two Humvee vehicles and two Defender vehicles approached from 

occupied Palestinian territories. Some 18 individuals in military clothing, 

accompanied by a police dog, disembarked from the vehicles. Meanwhile, 

a Merkava tank took up a position behind an earthen berm. At 1015 hours, 

the patrol moved to a location near point B64 and opened a metal gate. 

Some 11 patrol members passed through that gate and took up positions 

behind the earthen berms situated between the technical fence and the 

Blue Line. They pointed their weapons and the cannon of a tank towards 

Lebanese territory, Lebanese Army soldiers and members of the United 

Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL). 

  At 1020 hours, the other patrol members crossed the technical fence and 

headed for point B64(1), where they planted four wooden stakes and 

wrapped white nylon tape around them, forming a square. They then 

began using an electronic device, which was equipped with an antenna and 

covered with a canvas bag, at each corner of the square, taking notes as 

they proceeded. In addition, they formed a human shield in order to block 

the vision of a Lebanese Army patrol. The electronic device was then 

pointed, after it had been removed from the bag and concealed in the 

brush The patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 1200 hours.  

6 May – Some 14 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 0710 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 14 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0830 hours, they 

opened a metal gate in the technical fence and five members of the patrol 

took up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, 

the other nine members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed 

their weapons towards Lebanese territory.  

 1120 As Israeli enemy personnel carried out dredging work inside occupied 

Palestinian territory, near point BP4(4) opposite Labbunah, a large rock was 

displaced and rolled 2 m beyond the Blue Line, towards Lebanese territory.  

7 May – Some 11 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

8 May 1150 A civilian van and five motorcycles approached from occupied Palestinian 

territory, near point B90, opposite Sahl al-Khiyam. Some 16 individuals in 

civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the 

Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1225 hours. 
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    1215 As the civilian Fadi al-Aqibah was tending a herd of livestock on the 

outskirts of Kafr Shuba town in the locality of Arid al-Ayn, a six-person 

Israeli enemy patrol violated the line of withdrawal from the enemy’s 

Ruwaysat al-Alam position and unsuccessfully attempted to abduct him. The 

patrol detained part of the herd and then released the animals at 1430 hours. 

9 May 0715 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah and point TP36(2), and conducted a patrol along the dirt road, 

starting at the aforementioned point and reaching point TP37. At 

0740 hours, some of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the 

technical fence and six of them took up positions inside the emplacement 

situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other 10 members took up positions 

along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.  

 1000 Opposite the town of Blida and point BP28, Israeli enemy personnel in 

occupied Palestinian territory used a trench excavator to clear grass next 

to the technical fence. As they were doing so, the excavator’s boom 

crossed technical fence and breached the Blue Line. The excavator was 

used to carry out clean-up work in Lebanese territory over an area of 

approximately 58 m2. The enemy personnel left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1600 hours. 

10 May – Some 38 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 0715 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah and point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, starting at the aforementioned point and reaching point TP37. At 

0740 hours, some of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the 

technical fence and six of them took up positions inside the emplacement 

situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other 10 members took up positions 

along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.  

11 May 0625 Some eight cows belonging to the Israeli enemy that were in occupied 

Palestinian territory crossed the line of withdrawal and headed towards 

Lebanese territory, proceeding as far as Birkat Ba‘tha’il. They cows left in 

the direction of occupied territory at 2200 hours. 

 0715 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah and point TP36(2), and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt 

road, starting at the aforementioned point and reaching point TP37. At 

0740 hours, some of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the 

technical fence and six of them took up positions inside the emplacement 

situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other 10 members took up positions 

along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.  

 0830 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, an Israeli enemy civilian bus approached 

from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in occupied 

Palestinian territory. Some 30 individuals in civilian clothing 

disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 0900 hours. 
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    1730 From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Mays 

al-Jabal, Israeli enemy personnel pointed their weapons towards civilians 

who were in Lebanese territory. 

12 May – Some 46 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 1600–

1630 

The sound of several light-weapon rounds being fired was heard coming 

from the Israeli enemy’s Ruwaysat al-Alam position inside the occupied 

Shab‘a Farms. 

 1710 In the locality of Bastra, at the gate of the occupied Shab‘a Farms on the 

outskirts of Kafr Shuba, a seven-member Israeli enemy foot patrol pointed 

their weapons towards a patrol from the Nepalese contingent UNIFIL. An 

enemy Humvee vehicle arrived at 1800 hours and transported the enemy 

personnel back into the occupied Shab‘a Farms.  

14 May – Some 18 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 1530 Several persons gathered in Lebanese territory, near point B93(1), 

opposite the town of Sardah in the locality of Ibl al-Qamh, and held a rally 

in solidarity with the Palestinian people. Afterwards, about 20 persons 

approached the technical fence without crossing it. Israeli enemy 

personnel in occupied territory fired their weapons at them, hitting the 

civilian Husayn Sallub in the hand and the civilian Muhammad Tahhan in 

the waist. They were immediately taken to Marjayoun State Hospital for 

treatment, but Mr. Tahhan died of his wounds shortly thereafter. In 

addition, two shells that were fired from a Merkava tank struck Tall 

Hamamis, which is in Lebanese territory.  

 1610 A group of people gathered along the Udaysah-Kafr Kila road, near the 

Panorama point in the vicinity of the town of Udaysah. At 1820 hours, the 

Israeli enemy launched three smoke bombs from behind a concrete wall 

that landed in the midst of the assembled civilians, causing some of them 

to suffocate. The affected individuals were treated at the site by the Civil 

Defence. At 1830 hours, Israeli enemy personnel fired towards Lebanese 

territory, over the assembled persons.  

 1630 From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Marun 

al-Ra’s, Israeli enemy personnel pointed their weapons towards Lebanese 

territory. 

 2000 In Sahl al-Khiyam, several persons gathered at point B90 near the 

technical fence in order to protest Israeli attacks on Palestinians in the 

occupied territories. Israeli enemy personnel in occupied territory fired 

their weapons at them directly, but did not injure anyone.  

15 May 1030 On the outskirts of the town of Aytarun, opposite the Israeli enemy’s 

Malikiyah position, Israeli enemy personnel pointed a 12.7 mm machine 

gun towards Lebanese territory and Lebanese Army personnel.  

 1500 From inside occupied Palestinian territory, in the area of point B90, 

opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, Israeli enemy personnel pointed their weapons 

towards Lebanese territory. 
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   16 May 0900 Some five cows belonging to the Israeli enemy that were in occupied 

Palestinian territory crossed the line of withdrawal and headed towards 

Lebanese territory. They cows left in the direction of occupied territory at 

2200 hours. 

 0945 From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, 

Israeli enemy personnel pointed a weapon mounted on a Humvee vehicle 

towards Lebanese territory. 

 1235 From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Aytarun, 

Israeli enemy personnel pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.  

 2040 From occupied Palestinian territory opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, the Israeli 

enemy fired 16 flare shells, all of which landed in Lebanese territory.  

17 May 1530 Opposite the town of Marun al-Ra’s, an Israeli enemy foot patrol 

comprising a military van, two military pickup trucks and a Defender 

vehicle approached from occupied Palestinian territory. Some 

30 individuals in military clothing disembarked and 10 of them took up 

positions behind earthen berms, including a sniper, who pointed his 

weapon towards Lebanese territory and a Lebanese Army patrol. The 

patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 1815 hours.  

 2320–

2400 

The Israeli enemy fired six artillery shells from the Za‘urah position and 

four tank shells from the Summaqah position towards the outskirts of the 

towns of Kafr Shuba and Habbariyah, but no one was injured.  

18 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 36 

in Alma al-Sha‘b and 5 in Duhayrah. 

 0010 From the Za‘urah position, the Israeli enemy fired six flare shells over the 

outskirts of Kafr Shuba as an enemy reconnaissance aircraft flew over the 

area. 

 1015 Outside the town of Mays al-Jabal, as a Lebanese Army patrol was 

surveying the Blue Line, Israeli enemy soldiers on the opposite side who 

were positioned behind earthen berms and trees inside occupied 

Palestinian territory, opposite points B71 and BP32, raised their weapons 

and pointed them towards a Lebanese Army patrol. They directed gunfire 

and launched a percussion grenade at the patrol, striking the concrete base 

of the technical fence. No one was harmed. In addition, the enemy soldiers 

shouted and hurled insults at the patrol.  

 1315 Opposite the town of Marun al-Ra’s, an Israeli enemy patrol comprising a 

Defender vehicle, a van and two military pickup trucks approached from 

occupied Palestinian territory. Some 25 individuals disembarked and them 

took up positions behind earthen berms, pointing their weapons towards 

Lebanese territory. The patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1930 hours. 

 1450 As reporters from a Lebanese channel were broadcasting live from the 

vicinity of point M6 on the outskirts of the town of Aytarun, a 10 -member 

Israeli enemy patrol approached from occupied Palestinian territory and 

the soldiers pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory, the 

reporters and a Lebanese Army patrol.  
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    1500 Several persons gathered near the technical fence on the outskirts of 

Udaysah town and held a rally in solidarity with the Palestinian people. 

Israeli enemy soldiers in occupied Palestinian territory fired seven tear gas 

canisters from behind a concrete wall that landed in the midst of the 

assembled civilians, causing some of them to suffocate. The affected 

persons were treated by the Civil Defence. At 1805 hours, enemy soldiers 

fired seven more canisters at Lebanese territory without injuring anyone.  

 2040 From occupied Palestinian territory opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, the Israeli 

enemy fired five flare shells, all of which landed in Lebanese territory, in 

the aforementioned location. 

19 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 39 in 

Alma al-Sha‘b, 6 in Amra, 5 in Mays al-Jabal, 11 in Hula and 6 in Duhayrah. 

 1610 From occupied Palestinian territory opposite Siddiqin, the Israeli enemy 

fired 16 shells, all of which landed in Lebanese territory.  

20 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 31 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 6 in Bustan, 23 in Mays al-Jabal and 4 in Duhayrah. 

 1000 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a civilian bus and two civilian vehicles 

approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in 

occupied Palestinian territory. Some 35 individuals in civilian clothing 

disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1035 hours. 

 1000 Opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, an Israeli enemy patrol comprising two Humvee 

vehicles approached from occupied Palestinian territory. Some six 

individuals in military clothing disembarked and fired into the air towards 

Lebanese territory, and fired three smoke bombs to the north of the Blue 

Line. Several civilians were present in Sahl al-Khiyam during the 

incident, but no one was harmed. The patrol left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1030 hours, after the civilians had departed.  

 1200 As several farmers were present in Sahl al-Khiyam, in Lebanese territory, 

an Israeli enemy patrol comprising two Humvee vehicles and a Defender 

vehicle approached from occupied Palestinian territory, near point B90. 

Some four individuals in military clothing disembarked and launched 

seven smoke bombs and five tear gas canisters, all of which landed inside 

Lebanese territory, and fired five rounds from their weapons into the air 

towards Lebanese territory. No one was harmed. The patrol left in the 

direction of occupied territory at 1230 hours.  

 1820 The rumble of several explosions was heard coming from the occupied 

Shab‘a Farms. 

21 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 29 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 29 in Amra, 4 in Hula, 25 in Mays al-Jabal, 9 in Yarun, 

2 in Rumaysh, 4 in Bustan and 1 in Duhayrah.  

22 May 1230 In occupied Palestinian territory, a patrol comprising a military van and a 

Defender vehicle arrived at the Israeli enemy’s Sulhah position. Some 

15 individuals in military clothing disembarked and 10 of them took up 

positions behind earthen berms, including a sniper, who pointed his 

weapon towards Lebanese territory and a Lebanese Army patrol. The 

patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 1830 hours.  
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   24 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 46 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 20 in Yarun, 2 in Duhayrah, 2 in Hula and 36 in Mays 

al-Jabal. 

 0800 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 17 individuals in military clothing, 

accompanied by a dog, approached from occupied Lebanese territory, 

opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a patrol 

along the dirt road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 

0740 hours, they opened a metal gate in the technical fence and 

10 members of the patrol took up positions inside the emplacement 

situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other seven members took up positions 

along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory. 

The patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 1600 hours.  

 0915 A shepherd was on the outskirts of Sardah town, Ibl al-Qamh locality, in 

Lebanese territory, when a patrol comprising a Humvee vehicle and 

construction vehicle belonging to the Israeli enemy approached from 

occupied Palestinian territory. Some eight individuals in military clothing 

disembarked and launched eight smoke bombs, which landed some 150 m 

away in Lebanese territory. No one was harmed. The patrol left in the 

direction of occupied territory at 0950 hours.  

 1000 Enemy soldiers placed two purple and two olive-coloured tents for 

training purposes near the Israeli enemy’s Ramta position, inside the 

occupied Shab‘a Farms. At 1000 hours, approximately 150 soldiers 

carrying maps and binoculars arrived and began surveying Lebanese 

territory. An officer delivered explanatory comments over loudspeakers as 

the exercise was conducted. 

25 May – Some 19 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated in 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 0730 Opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36, an Israeli enemy patrol 

comprising 18 individuals in military clothing, accompanied by a dog, 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory and conducted a patrol 

along the dirt road, proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. Some 10 

patrol members them took up positions inside the emplacement situated at 

the site, while the other eight members took up positions along the dirt 

road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory. The patrol left 

in the direction of occupied territory at 1610 hours. 

 0800 Opposite the town of Udaysah, two Merkava tanks and a troop carrier 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory and entered occupied 

Lebanese territory, the former near point TP35 and the latter near point 

TP36, and carried out manoeuvres, during which the tanks’ cannons were 

directed towards Lebanese territory. The exercises ended at 1000 hours 

and the tanks and the troop carrier returned to occupied territory.  

 1520 On the occasion of the Day of Resistance and Liberation, several persons 

gathered near the technical fence opposite Udaysah. Israeli enemy 

personnel in occupied territory launched five smoke bombs from behind a 

concrete wall that landed in the midst of the assembled civilians, but no 

one was injured. At 1830 hours, enemy personnel launched four more 

smoke bombs, which fell inside Lebanese territory. No one was harmed.  
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   26 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 55 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 16 in Amra, 17 in Arab al-Luwayzah and 1 in Hula. 

 0730 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 15 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a patrol along the dirt road, 

proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0750 hours, they opened 

a metal gate in the technical fence and 10 members of the patrol took up 

positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other 

five members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their 

weapons towards Lebanese territory. The patrol left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1615 hours.  

 0800 In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, near point 

TP36(2), an Israeli enemy excavator dug a trench next to the dirt road, and 

five workers in civilian clothing laid pipes inside the trench. The work ended 

at 1615 hours and the group left in the direction of occupied territory.  

26 May 0800–

0900 

 The rumble of several explosions, the cause of which is unknown, was 

heard coming from the occupied Shab‘a Farms.  

27 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 51 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 9 in Duhayrah, 3 in Bustan, 14 in Arab al-Luwayzah, 2 

in Hula and 8 in Mays al-Jabal. 

 0730 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 12 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a patrol along the dirt road, 

proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0750 hours, they opened 

a metal gate in the technical fence and seven members of the patrol took 

up positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, the 

other five members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their 

weapons towards Lebanese territory. The patrol left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1620 hours.  

 1030 As the civilian Hasan Qasim was tending to a herd of goats on the 

outskirts of Marun al-Ra’s town, near point BP21, a landmine that had 

been left behind by the Israeli enemy exploded and killed one of his 

animals. The shepherd was not hurt.  

 1135 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising a black, civilian four-wheel drive 

vehicle and a Humvee vehicle approached from occupied territory as an 

engineering team from the Cambodian contingent of UNIFIL, 

accompanied by Lebanese Army soldiers, was clearing minefields on the 

outskirts of Mays al-Jabal town, opposite points B66 and B66(1). The 

patrol members point a 12.7 mm machine gun mounted on the Humvee 

vehicle towards Lebanese territory and the members of the 

aforementioned contingent. 

28 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 46 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 6 in Duhayrah, 6 in Yarun, 2 in Hula, 24 in Mays 

al-Jabal, 9 in Amra and 25 in Arab al-Luwayzah. 
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   29 May 2030 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising two construction vehicles and a 

Humvee vehicle approached from occupied Palestinian territory, near point 

B90 opposite Sahl al-Khiyam. Some three individuals in military clothing 

disembarked and carried out maintenance work on the technical fence. As 

the work was being carried out, patrol members directed the searchlights 

mounted on the construction vehicles towards Lebanese territory. The 

patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 2110 hours.  

30 May 0730 Opposite the town of Udaysah, an Israeli enemy patrol comprising 

16 individuals in military clothing approached from occupied Lebanese 

territory and conducted a foot patrol along the dirt road, proceeding as far 

as the area near point TP37. Some 10 members of the patrol took up 

positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the other 

members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons 

towards Lebanese territory. An excavator was then brought into complete 

excavation of the trench that had been previously dug at the site and to lay 

pipes in that trench. The work ended at 1610 hours and the group left in 

the direction of occupied territory.  

 1900 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals, accompanied by a dog, 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Mays 

al-Jabal, at points B64 and B64(1) in the area of the Sharaqi vineyards. 

Two Merkava tanks took up positions behind an earthen berm and their 

cannons were pointed towards Lebanese territory. The individuals and the 

tanks crossed the technical fence and surveyed the area between the 

technical fence and the Blue Line, without violating the latter. Some enemy 

personnel took up combat positions and pointed their weapons and the 

tanks’ cannons towards Lebanese territory and Lebanese Army personnel. 

One of the tanks fired a smoke bomb that fell between the technical fence 

and the Blue Line, causing a small fire that burned out on its own. The 

patrol left in the direction of occupied territory at 2120 hours.  

31 May – Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as follows: 38 

in Alma al-Sha‘b, 6 in Duhayrah, 1 in Bustan and 17 in Yarun.  

 0715 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising 16 individuals in military clothing 

approached from occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of 

Udaysah, near point TP36(2), and conducted a patrol along the dirt road, 

proceeding as far as the area near point TP37. At 0750 hours, they opened 

a metal gate in the technical fence and 10 members of the patrol took up 

positions inside the emplacement situated at the site. Meanwhile, the other 

six members took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their 

weapons towards Lebanese territory. The patrol left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1540 hours.  

 1100– 

1200 

The Israeli enemy launched a drone from inside the occupied Shab‘a 

Farms as the civilian Hasan Zahrah was tending a herd of livestock on the 

outskirts of Shab‘a town, in the locality of Birkat al -Naqqar. The drone 

flew over the shepherd and dropped a percussion bomb, in order to 

frighten him, that landed in Lebanese territory. The drone returned 

between 1600 and 1700 hours and dropped another two percussion bombs 

that fell in Lebanese territory; one fell to the north of the line of 

withdrawal and the other to the south of it. The shepherd left the area 

unharmed at 1900 hours. 
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   3 May 1307 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the southern 

maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) of 1  October 

2011 for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 259 m. The launch 

then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

4 May 0242 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 166 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1031 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 92 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2127 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 148 m. Crew members fired 

two flare shells over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

5 May 2320 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

7 May 0418 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

17 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 389 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0418 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

17 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 388 m. Crew members fired a 

flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1833 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 246 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

9 May 0405 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. Crew members 

directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1848 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 260 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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   10 May 0930 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

14 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 74 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0935 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 50 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1005 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 50 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1842 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 37 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

11 May 0210 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. Crew members fired 

two flare shells over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

12 May 2203 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 129 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

14 May 1830 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

15 May 2035 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. Crew members fired 

three flare shells over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

16 May 0828 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

one minute, proceeding on its way for some 130 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1853 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 278 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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   20 May 0204 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 130 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0233 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 74 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

22 May 0404 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

nine minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0432 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

13 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

25 May 0400 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the southern 

maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for five 

minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. Crew members directed a 

searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters for one minute. The launch 

then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0408 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

26 May 0355 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters and sounded warning sirens.  

 0403 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 185 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0510 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

20 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1815 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

one minute, proceeding on its way for some 129 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

27 May 0850 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 129 m. Crew members 

sounded warning sirens and spoke in Hebrew over loudspeakers. The 

launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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    2025 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the southern 

maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for five minutes, 

proceeding on its way for some 130 m. Crew members directed a searchlight 

towards and fired a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters, sounded 

warning sirens and spoke in Hebrew over loudspeakers. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

 2054 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for six 

minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. Crew members directed a 

searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters, sounded warning sirens 

and spoke in Hebrew over loudspeakers. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

28 May 0344 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

43 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 481 m. Crew members 

directed a searchlight towards and fired five flares shells over Lebanese 

territorial waters, and fired at a Lebanese fishing boat. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0450 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 444 m. Crew members 

directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters and sounded 

warning sirens. The launch then left in the direction of occupied 

Palestinian territorial waters. 

 1847 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 259 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2018 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters, sounded warning sirens and spoke in Hebrew over 

loudspeakers. 

 2027 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the southern 

maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 11  minutes, 

proceeding on its way for some 333 m. Crew members fired a flare shell 

over and directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters, 

sounded warning sirens and spoke in Hebrew over loudspeakers. The 

launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2250 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

one minute, proceeding on its way for some 74 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

29 May 0356 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 
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    0413 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m. Crew members 

fired a flare shell over and directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters. The launch then left in the direction of occupied 

Palestinian territorial waters. 

31 May 0315 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

 1850 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 425 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

 2035 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2058 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 148 m. Crew members 

opened fire on fishing boats that were inside Lebanese territorial waters, 

but no one was injured. The launch then left in the direction of occupied 

Palestinian territorial waters. 

 2117 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch fired two flare shells over Lebanese 

territorial waters and sounded warning sirens.  

 2118 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters and sounded warning sirens.  

 2120 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 74 m. Crew members fired a 

flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2155 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 167 m. Crew members 

directed a searchlight towards and opened fire on fishing boats that were 

inside Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the direction of 

occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 2117 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch set out from inside 

occupied Palestinian territorial waters and violated the southern maritime 

boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011). Meanwhile, the crew 

members of an Israeli enemy military launch fired two flare shells over 

Lebanese territorial waters. 
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  Air violations committed in May 2021 
 

 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   2 May 1350 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Aytarun. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1435 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b.  

 1355 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1500 hours over the sea off Jubayl.  

 1900 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2040 hours over Rumaysh. 

3 May 0905 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea off Sa‘diyat. It circled over Beirut and its suburbs, 

Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1255 hours over the sea off Sa‘diyat.  

 1350 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 1810 hours 

over Rumaysh. 

4 May 1115 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Kafr Shuba. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1510 hours over Rumaysh. 

 1820 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2215 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

5 May 0025 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0215 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

6 May 0915 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 1345 hours 

over Aytarun. 

7 May 0820 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea off Juniyah. It circled over Ba‘albak and Hirmil 

before leaving at 1450 hours over the sea west of Tyre.  

 1910 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0300 hours on 8 May over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

8 May 1355 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1625 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 2130 An Israeli enemy drone violated Lebanese airspace opposite the town of 

Mays al-Jabal, between points B68(1) and B69, proceeding on its way for 

some 20 m. It left at 2205 hours, heading towards occupied territory.  
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   10 May 1525 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1820 hours over Rumaysh. 

13 May 2025 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea off Sa‘diyat. It circled over all regions of Lebanon 

before leaving at 0045 hours on 14 May over the sea west of Sa‘diyat.  

 2040 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea off Juniyah. It circled over all Ba‘albak and Hirmil 

before leaving at 0040 hours on 14 May over the sea west of Sidon.  

14 May 0005 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea off Beirut. It circled over the regions of the North 

before leaving at 0210 hours over the sea west of Jubayl.  

15 May 1800 An Israeli enemy drone violated Lebanese airspace opposite the town of 

Udaysah, at the Panorama point, proceeding on its way for some 70 m. It 

left at 1806 hours, heading towards occupied territory.  

16 May 1750 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1850 hours over Kafr Kila. 

19 May 1725 An Israeli enemy drone violated Lebanese airspace opposite the town of 

Hula, proceeding on its way for some 100 m. It left at 1728 hours, heading 

towards occupied territory. 

20 May 1740 An Israeli enemy drone violated Lebanese airspace opposite the town of 

Udaysah, proceeding on its way for some 50 m. It left at 1800 hours, 

heading towards occupied territory.  

25 May 1010 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea west of Na‘imah. It circled over Beirut and its 

suburbs, Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1435 hours over the sea west 

of Sidon. 

27 May 1105 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1600 hours over Rumaysh. 

 

 


